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Better data, 
smarter decisions!

A Siemens 
Partner

Manufacturers around the globe are 
looking for viable ways to maximize 
their efficiency to sustain profitability.
Rising labor cost, changing regulations, increasing demand 
for faster deliveries etc. make operations more challenging.  
Maintaining visibility of assets can help manufacturers  
to operate more efficiently and proactively. In today’s  
economy, advancements in technology have made the 
visibility of assets and personnel in the manufacturing  
 
 

industry more accessible and traceable with the help of 
Real-Time Location Systems (RTLS).

Siemens Digital Industries partnered up with Locera to offer  
a simple, yet powerful hub for location and identification 
data. Access to extensive location intelligence and history 
helps you quickly achieve safety, efficiency, and regulatory 
results by automating the track and trace of assets, vehicle 
monitoring, social distancing, and integration into  
existing systems. 



 Powerful geofencing and rules creator 
 Locera’s powerful geofencing rules engine can be  
 applied to assets, work-in-progress, and even people.  
 Easily configure rules that deliver real-time location,   
 proximity, and duration information, enabling you to  
 make operational decisions confidently and effectively.

 Key features 
  Audit tracking 
  Asset to area rules 
  Alerts and notifications 
  3-Axis tracking 
  Proximity tracking

 Modern technology 
 Powered by AWS, Locera is a cloud-native software  
 as a service designed to support modern IT standards  
 and remove the headache of maintaining computing   
 infrastructure. Locera is a hassle-free solution that  
 offers a secure, performant, and resilient web-based  
 platform providing data confidentiality, integrity, and  
 high availability.

 Key features 
  API 
  Role-based access control 
  Real-time location mapping 
  Heat maps 
  Unlimited clients 
  Automatic resource scaling

 Location intelligence 
 Improve how you operate with precise real-time location  
 or point-in-time RFID data. Locate and track everything  
 from critical assets to forklifts to people, bringing your   
 business, MES, and SCADA systems to life with Locera’s   
 powerful API.

 Key features 
  Real-time asset tracking 
  Geofencing 
  Rules creator 
  Sequence tracking 
  Reporting
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Getting started with 
Siemens SIMATIC RTLS/
RFID and Locera

Cloud services combined with precise  
ultra-wideband and RFID devices form the core  
of Locera technology. Simply attach location 
transponders/tags to your objects, deploy  
tracking gateway receivers or RFID readers at  
your facility, and log into Locera to access  
real-time location intelligence.
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Siemens RTLS/RFID Hardware

Locera Edge

Locera
On-premises (LAN)

Cloud (WAN)

See Locera in action by scheduling a software demo with us today! SiemensCI.us@siemens.com

Features

 Software as a Service

 Role-based access

 Automatic updates

 Web-based

 Unlimited users

 Location intelligence

 Multi-site management

API Integrations Applications

 SCADA

 MES

 Business systems

 HMI

     Applications

  Forklift utilization

  Materials lifecycle

  Critical tools tracking

  WIP cycle tracking


